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Architectural education increasingly growing, especially in the city of Malang. No wonder so many agencies and academics undertake activities that support the development of knowledge architecture. The number of activities that have been done often produce architectural works along with the latest innovations that need to be well documented. The importance of the existence of a container that can hold events, activities, and documentation of everything about the architecture in Indonesia whether it be storage, maintenance, and learning the works of practitioners and students of Indonesian architecture. An Activity and Documentation Center representative architecture needs to be developed to support these requirements into the appreciative functions, educational, communicative, as well as recreation. The main function of the architecture is the architecture to accommodate the activities and functions of secondary add insight and knowledge about the architecture, both domestic and architectural architecture globally. Application of Deconstruction theme seeks to develop a more communicative object and can demand both for institutions, students and communities. The application of the concept of Program Integration Architecture to Create a communicative explore the many programs available space inside the trans programming methods that produce more communicative architecture, educational, and rekereatif appreciative.